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  . . and a bit of sunniness. Castle is about a bunch of roguelike-style skeletons in an anime-ish world filled with nonsense, insanity, and magic. It's a 3D arcade RPG with a huge variety of enemies to kill, fast-paced gameplay, hand-drawn animations, an amusing cast of characters and lots of delightful minigames. A dungeon-crawling adventure that will keep you entertained for quite a while. The
original name was Castle Dream Castle, but the creators had to change it to something less “uncool”. . . . so they changed the name to Castle. (You can always tell the developer because the original pitch is “Castle Dream Castle” and the final name was “Castle”). New in Version 0.8.0:• You can now activate and deactivate the gamepad mode (including the dpad to change your dungeon) in a way that's

easier to use.• The game now remembers if you were using the dpad to change dungeons.• More transparent shapes to indicate your dpad's movement direction.• You can now move more quickly when drawing signs to make them appear faster.• Additional NPCs in the Temple and various fixes for various things. Original Name:Castle Dream CastleCurrent Name: Castle What is it?Castle is a 3D
Action-RPG with roguelike elements. You'll have the chance to walk around dungeons and solve puzzles to discover the secrets that lie deep inside. The game is accompanied by various minigames and a funny cast of characters. Castle is definitely not a visual novel (it's in 3D!), and there is not a main story arc to follow. But there are a few dungeons that you can travel to and solve puzzles in a way
that's similar to the roguelike genre. Besides exploring the dungeons and discovering the secrets, you can equip skills to help you on your way. In Castle, the skills are called “treasures” and they can help you in different ways. For example, you can spend your skill points to solve certain puzzle elements or unlock new doors to other areas. If you are to choose one skill that's most important to you, it

would be “draw signs”. Draw signs are your way to communicate with the NPCs and move around in the dungeons. By drawing signs, you can 82157476af
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